STP-300SXR

STP-300SXR
Designed for best efficiency!
Horizontal propshaft, new hydrodynamic Propshafthousing, z19 propshaft and no power-robbing
beveled gears are the main features of the new STP300SXR.
All BravoXR-style Propellers are applicable.This will
make it quite easy to find the right setup to dial your
boat in. The STP-300SXR is the perfect drive for cats
and stepped V-hulls in single-, twin- or tripple installation.
STP-300SXR standard can handle big gasoline engines
up to 750HP. Pokerrun version can handle more
than1000HP engines for real high speed boaters.
Custom colors are possible to match the unique design
of your powerboat.

The compact design of the STP-300SXR will give you
the possibility to install the drive short over the bottom
of the boat. Combined with standard marine transmissions is it possible to set the engine deeper in your
hull. This will set the center of gravity on a lower
possition and improve the handling of the boat at high
speeds and can reduce chinewalk.
The very short propshaft housing creates a minimum
of drag and the tunnel prevents the propeller from
ventillation during hard accelerations, cruising speeds
and sharp turns.
This will improve the topspeed combined with a very
fast holeshot and a perfect midrange. The new STP300SXR, the missing link between your engine and
your propeller!

STP-300SXR
Technical Data
Drive designation
Length, mm
Width, mm
Weight, kg (lb)
Propeller-diameter maximum, (in.)
Torque maximum, (lbft)
Rotation speed maximum, rpm
Rotating direction
Material
Material Propellershaft
Propshaft spline
Trimangle
Steering angle right / left each
Steering system
Trim system
Freshwater inlet
Exhaust
Colour
Pokerrun Edition*

STP-300SXR
1050
500
98 (215)
16,5
according to application, up to 950 (1300Nm)
5000
RH / LH
Aluminimum
Stainless steel CSM-21
z19
27°
25°
fully hydraulic (power-steering supported)
Electro-hydraulic
Integrated
extern
black
1000 HP+

* available on request
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All specifications are subject to change without notice. For further informations please contact your local SARO-dealer.
Exclusive our conditions of sales and export are valide. The drive illustrated may not be entirely identical to production
standard drives. MSA-Marine-Systems GmbH is official licence partner of Saro Metallbau Bootsbetriebe.
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